
Deer Ed, Thanks for Krassner's "Dear James McCord..."
 In dilutJng 

insanity with the utterly irmelevant Krassner impro
ves. There! 

I've been trying hard and at last I have been able 
to pay him 

a kind of complement...You do not identify the coll
ege whose Spring 

Spring Semester inc,udes in the Aumani  ties "ioliti
cal Conspiracy 

and Assassinations." it was with the'letter in whic
h you say 

0 Wee, who is listed that "She has prophetic momen
ts," what 

was said of RitIer with no less relevance and accuracy. That 

she is wellmaatentioned I know. Thatsshe has done no good and 

much harm I also know. Was the line, you had ill in quotes, from 

her?"I am a professor now on conspiracies." Wasn
ot she always? 

We have such, friends enemies are de trop. What we
 have lacked 

and have needed. since Garrison came along is enemies. They did 

us some good and gave us some possibilities. Thanks
, 'AI 2/26/74 
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POLITICAL CONSPIRACY # ASSASSINATION 

HUMANITIES 195 vt 2 :10 )(4.00-0.= LF 102 

An examination of political assassinations and related activities, mainly 
contemporary -- ranging from Dallas to Watergate -- but also historical 
and cross-cultural. A look at the web of social and poiitica interaction 
to see assassinations in the context of the nature and stakes of modern 
political power. An attempt to hnderstand the process of opinion formation, 
the unfolding of truth and illusion, and their impact on the lives of 
citizens. 

Lectures by Mae Bri'ssell, ,noted researcher in contempolcry assassinations, 
David Yamada, Political Science instructor, and 	.Fabrizio, Er lisp 
instructor. 


